We furnished some properties of fuzzy testing of independence for correlation in a bivariate normal distribution by agreement index. First we present some restriction of the fuzzy data, define fuzzy sample correlation coefficient and agreement index for testing hypothesis with acceptance or rejection degree. Also, we show that UMP unbiased fuzzy test and drawing conclusions the fuzzy test.
Introduction
We propose some properties of fuzzy testing of independence in a bivariate normal distribution by agreement index obtained from the fuzzy random samples. The negation of the assertion is taken to be fuzzy null hypothesis   and the assertion itself is taken to be the fuzzy alternative hypothesis   ([1], [6] ).
Kang, Lee and Han [2] defined membership function of fuzzy hypotheses, also they found the agreement index by area ratio for fuzzy hypotheses membership function with regard to membership function of fuzzy critical region, thus they obtained the results by the grade for judgement to acceptance or rejection for the fuzzy hypotheses with vague data.
Kang and Seo [4] suggested various type of agreement index of fuzzy hypotheses regard to fuzzy critical region.
First we define the restriction of fuzzy data and fuzzy statistics for repeatedly observed data with alteration error terms. In chapter 3, we introduce some properties of fuzzy sample correlation coefficient with fuzzy data from the bivariate normal distribution.
The various type of fuzzy hypotheses regard to fuzzy critical region for agreement index was shown in chapter 4. Finally, we have joint fuzzy bivariate normal probability density function and illustrate independence of the bivariate normal distribution by uniformly most powerful unbiased fuzzy test from fuzzy correlation coefficient. Also,   is a convex fuzzy number. By the Zadeh's extension principle, we obtain the membership function of fuzzy sample mean as follows :
Preliminaries
sets of fuzzy sample mean is
(2.4)
Fuzzy sample correlation coefficient
We study some properties of fuzzy sample correlation coefficient with fuzzy data.
Let  and  be two fuzzy random variables,             ⋯       be their random sample,   and   , for   ⋯, be convex fuzzy numbers.
Let   and   be fuzzy sample means of   and   for   ⋯, and   and   be convex fuzzy numbers. Then we define fuzzy sample correlation coefficient by the same methods of the fuzzy sample mean as follows;
Also,   is a convex fuzzy number. Let   and   , for   ⋯, be convex fuzzy numbers, then we define sufficient statistics as
then, for   ⋯, we obtain the -level sets of fuzzy sample correlation coefficient as follows ;
Acceptance or rejection degree
Let  be a random variable by fuzzy random sample from sample space , and    ∈ be a family of fuzzy probability distribution, where  is a parameter vector of . Choose a membership function    whose value is likely to best reflect the plausibility of the fuzzy hypothesis being tested. Let us consider membership function    of critical region , which we will call the agreement index of    which regard to   ( [3] , [5] ). 
for the fuzzy hypothesis testing.
In agreement index, we have the area by  level as: 
it's maintain an uncertain attitude for decision the hypotheses. Also, we have
in [Fig 4.2 ] (e).
Fuzzy bivariate normal distribution
Let       ⋯      are fuzzy random sample from a bivariate normal probability distribution then we have joint fuzzy bivariate normal probability density function as
Here       and       are the fuzzy mean and fuzzy variance of fuzzy random variable  and  respectively, and  is the fuzzy population correlation coefficient between  and  of the bivariate normal probability distribution.
We shall consider a fuzzy hypothesis  ≃  that  and  are independent, and the corresponding one-sided fuzzy hypothesis  ≺ .
The fuzzy exponential form and the sufficient statistics of the family of densities (5.1) are
The fuzzy hypothesis     ≺  is equivalent to   ≺ . Since the fuzzy sample correlation coefficient of Since the distribution  depends only on the fuzzy correlation coefficient , the same is true of the power of these fuzzy tests. From a bivariate normal probability distribution, if we have artificial random fuzzy number sample data as; 
